
As the pace of cybercrime continues to accelerate, gaining combative 
advantages over your adversaries is essential. Organizations can no longer 
focus only on blindly protecting the corporate network. Cyber defense must 
extend beyond the perimeter to identify threats early, understand new 
hacker TTPs, and take action to discover, analyze, and mitigate threats 
before they cause damage to your company, employees, brand, 
and customers.

The IntSights Advantage
The IntSights External Threat Protection (ETP) Suite monitors thousands of 
sources across the clear, deep, and dark web to identify threats that directly 
target your unique digital footprint—so threats are specific, intelligence 
is relevant, and action is automated. And with our broad ecosystem of 
integration and takedown partnerships, we enable orchestrated mitigation 
and automated response, so threats are neutralized before they ever 
cause damage.

Don’t sit back and be forced to react to attacks. Extend your visibility. 
Understand your adversaries. Dismantle threats proactively. 
Defend Forward.

Neutralize Cyberattacks 
Outside the Wire

Extend Your Visibility Know Your Risk Automate Your Response

Key Use Cases
Brand Protection 
Rigorously defend your brand online 
against impersonation attempts and 
reputation damages. 

Data & Credential Leakage 
Identify and lock down your sensitive 
materials leaked across the clear, 
deep, and dark web.

Fraud Detection
Reduce fraud losses from carding, 
account takeovers, and other cyber 
scams.

Phishing Protection
Identify early signs of weaponization 
to dismantle phishing attacks before 
they’re launched.

VIP & Executive Protection
Defend your leaders from 
targeted cyberattacks and online 
impersonation.

IntSights makes it very easy for us to identify and 
understand new cyber threats targeting our company 
and our customers. It’s become a critical solution in 
our security stack that helps us remain proactive and 
operate more intelligently as an organization.

-Avivit Kotler
CISO, CLAL Insurance



The IntSights External Threat Protection (ETP) Suite

Turn External Intelligence Into Security Action
Defending your organization against cyberattacks requires timely intelligence and informed decision-making. 

IntSights positions your unique digital footprint at the center of your intelligence so you know how every threat, 
IOC, leaked database, and hacker interaction affects your business. Through our automated policies and broad 

integration ecosystem, we help you identify threats and orchestrate the threat mitigation process.

Visit: Intsights.com     Call: +1 (800) 532-4671 Email: info@intsights.com 

Threat CommandTM

Tailored alerts and remediation for external 
threats targeting your industry and 

organization

Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP)
Aggregation, enrichment, and investigation for 

your various intelligence sources

Threat Research Services
Threat hunting, threat actor engagement, and advanced research spearheaded by our team 

of expert analysts

Threat Orchestration
Automated blocking and remediation via security policies, technology integrations, and takedowns
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